Information about change of operation of MOI offices due to the state of emergency

Česky

NOTICE

In connection with the state of emergency and prevention of COVID-19 disease, extraordinary rules still apply (especially personal contact restriction) during visits of offices of the Ministry of the Interior dealing with foreigners’ residence permits.

In accordance with extraordinary measure of Ministry of Health, from April, 20th, 2020, opening hours of offices of the Ministry of the Interior are the same as before the status of emergency declaration. (MoI Contacts)

It still applies that ONLY CLIENTS WITH AN APPOINTMENT WILL BE SERVICED.

Arranging your appointment is possible for the following tasks:

- registration upon arrival including acquisition of biometric data;
- issuance of residence cards including certificate of temporary residence for an EU citizen;
- issuance of the bridging label (only for exiting the Czech Republic and needs of state authorities of the Czech Republic).

You can arrange your appointment only by phone or electronically at: https://frs.gov.cz/, if online ordering is available at locally assigned office of the Ministry of Interior of the Czech Republic.

Send all other submissions by post on address of relevant office of Ministry of Interior or to Ministry of Interior’s data box, including applications of residence permit!

VISIT WITHOUT ARRANGING YOUR APPOINTMENT IN ADVANCE will be possible for:

1. Urgent issuing of the bridging label (i.e. confirmation of legality of your stay) for traveling abroad from the Czech Republic or for requirements of state authorities of the Czech Republic. This purpose must be proven by foreign national - by flight ticket or by ticket (only reservation is not sufficient), or by request of relevant state authority to submit residence permit.
2. Take-over of the document delivered by public notice
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